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ABSTRACT
There have been many incidents of prefix hijacking in the Internet. The hijacking AS can blackhole the hijacked traffic.
Alternatively, it can transparently intercept the hijacked traffic by forwarding it onto the owner. This paper presents a
study of such prefix hijacking and interception with the following contributions: (1). We present a methodology for prefix interception, (2). We estimate the fraction of traffic to
any prefix that can be hijacked and intercepted in the Internet
today, (3). The interception methodology is implemented and
used to intercept real traffic to our prefix, (4). We conduct a
detailed study to detect ongoing prefix interception.
We find that: Our hijacking estimates are in line with the
impact of past hijacking incidents and show that ASes higher
up in the routing hierarchy can hijack a significant amount of
traffic to any prefix, including popular prefixes. A less apparent result is that the same holds for prefix interception too.
Further, our implementation shows that intercepting traffic
to a prefix in the Internet is almost as simple as hijacking
it. Finally, while we fail to detect ongoing prefix interception,
the detection exercise highlights some of the challenges posed
by the prefix interception problem.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: C.2.2 [Network
Protocols]: Routing Protocols.
General Terms: Measurement, Security.
Keywords: Routing, BGP, Hijacking, Interception.

1.

INTRODUCTION

In the recent past, there have been many instances of “prefix hijacking” in the Internet wherein an Autonomous System
“hijacks” routes simply by advertising the corresponding prefixes. Such incidents are regularly reported on the NANOG
mailing list [1]; [2–6] report a few specific ones. This, in turn,
has prompted a number of proposals to address the problem [3,4,7–21] – some of these target the specific goal of detecting prefix hijack attempts while others strive to improve
the general security of inter-domain routing.
Irrespective of whether it is caused by a misconfiguration
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or a malicious entity, the AS that hijacks a prefix can blackhole all the hijacked traffic and thus, cause a denial-of-service
attack against the prefix owner [22]. It can also redirect the
traffic to an incorrect destination and use this for a phishing
attack [22]. Spammers have also been known to use hijacked
prefixes [23]. In all these cases, the prefix’s traffic does not
reach the destination. However, it is also possible for an AS
to hijack the traffic to a prefix and then forward this traffic on
to the prefix owner [22,24]. Hence, instead of blackholing the
destination’s traffic, this would allow the AS to “intercept”
the traffic without disrupting the destination’s connectivity
to the Internet and thus, become a man-in-the-middle. For
instance, this may be used by an AS in the USA to transparently capture, record and subsequently deliver IP traffic
between end points in Europe and the Middle East.
While these attacks are a bleedingly obvious consequence
of the way inter-domain routing operates, their egregiousness
cannot be disputed. This is especially true for interception
since the intercepted traffic still reaches the proper destination. Consequently, it is less likely that an unsuspecting victim would notice ongoing interception and unlike the other
possibilities, this is one case where a prefix could actually be
hijacked for a long period. Indeed, it is possible that interception may be happening undetected, on a regular basis, on
the Internet today!
However, despite all the incidents and subsequent work in
the research community, an actual quantification of the impact of prefix hijacks on the Internet is sorely missing. Motivated by this, in this paper we present an analysis of the
impact of an invalid advertisement on ASes in the Internet
with specific emphasis on the possibility and practical feasibility of using routing advertisements for traffic interception.
To this effect, this paper studies the following aspects of Internet prefix hijacking and interception (with our contributions
italicized):
First, we use common routing policies to analyze the probability of an AS hijacking the traffic to a prefix from another
AS. Note that while hijacking traffic to a prefix simply involves advertising the prefix into inter-domain routing, prefix
interception seems trickier because the invalid advertisement
originated by the hijacking AS can impact the valid route that
it uses to forward the traffic to the prefix’s owner. Consequently, we extend our analysis to determine scenarios where
interception is possible and propose a general methodology for
prefix interception. Our analysis shows that a hijacking AS,
with high probability, can statically determine the neighbors
to which it can safely advertise an invalid route for a prefix
while still being able to forward the hijacked traffic back to
the prefix owner.

Second, we use routing tables collected at the Route-Views
repository [25] to estimate the fraction of other Route-Views
ASes whose traffic to any prefix can be hijacked and intercepted by a given Route-Views AS. As one would expect, our
estimates show that tier-1 ASes can, on average, hijack traffic to any prefix from a significant fraction of ASes (52% to
79%). These estimates also apply to hijacking of popular prefixes that carry a lot of traffic. Further, tier-1 ASes can route
all the hijacked traffic back to the owner and hence, can also
intercept traffic to any prefix from a significant fraction of
ASes. However, these fractions drop off for ASes lower down
in the routing hierarchy. For instance, tier-3 ASes and beyond can, on average, hijack traffic to any prefix from 13% to
31% of ASes and intercept traffic from 7% to 17% of ASes.
We also verified our estimates against known prefix-hijacking
events on the Internet and found them to be fairly accurate.
Third, we implement the aforementioned interception meth-odology and use it to actually intercept traffic to a prefix
belonging to us in five different scenarios. Further, in each
scenario, we probe the prefix from >20,000 vantage points
to quantify the fraction of traffic that can be hijacked and
the fraction that can be intercepted. These results, at the
very least, provide anecdotal evidence of the claim that a
significant amount of traffic to prefixes on the Internet can
be intercepted. Moreover, the implementation suggests that
intercepting traffic to a prefix in the Internet is almost as
simple as hijacking it, requiring changes only in BGP routing
policy at the intercepting AS.
Finally, we use a combination of control-plane and dataplane information to look for actual interception in the Internet. The study yielded a few unexplained anomalies that
could be due to prefix interception. However, our analysis
shows that these anomalies can just as well arise from valid
routing arrangements. While negative, this result captures
some of the challenges in detecting ongoing prefix interception. More generally, the estimates presented in this paper
rely on a simplistic model of Internet routing and have several other limitations that we discuss in section 7. However,
in spite of these limitations, our quantification and implementation efforts serve to highlight the severity of the problem.
In this context, we hope that this paper would bring to the
fore the (obvious) possibility of traffic interception in today’s
inter-domain routing and influence the design of Internet security protocols.

2.

METHODOLOGY

ASes in the Internet can use invalid advertisements for a
target prefix, i.e. advertisements with an AS-PATH that does
not represent the true AS-PATH to the prefix, to convince
other ASs to route traffic for the prefix to itself and hence,
hijack the prefix. Among other things, the hijacking AS can
forward the hijacked traffic to the owner and hence intercept
the prefix. Consequently, prefix interception is always preceded by prefix hijacking.
The most obvious form of an invalid advertisement is one
where the hijacking AS, say X, claims to own the prefix and
hence, advertises the prefix with AS-PATH=[X]. We refer
to this as an advertisement with an invalid origin. However,
such an invalid advertisement would lead to a Multiple Origin
AS (MOAS) anomaly [26]. The hijacking AS can avoid this by
advertising the prefix with AS-PATH=[X, O] where AS O is
the owner of the prefix. We refer to this as an advertisement
with an invalid next hop. Of course, the hijacking AS can
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Figure 1: AS Y has an existing customer-route to p
and hence, hijacking p’s traffic from Y with an invalid
provider or peer route is not possible.
advertise the prefix with an even longer AS-PATH but, as we
show later in the paper, that would significantly reduce the
amount of traffic it can hijack. Hence, we focus on hijacking
and interception with routing advertisements that have an
invalid origin or an invalid next hop.
Apart from advertising an invalid route for an already rout-able prefix, there are a couple of other approaches that an
AS could possibly use for hijacking traffic to a prefix:
(a). An AS could advertise a more specific prefix than the one
being advertised by the owner and this would hijack all
the traffic to the specific prefix. However, the hijacking
AS would not be able route this traffic onto the owner
and hence, interception would not be possible.
(b). As AS could advertise a less specific prefix than the one
being advertised by the owner. This would hijack traffic
to the prefix only when the owner withdraws its advertisements. However, even in that situation, the hijacking
AS would not be able to route the hijacked traffic to the
owner.
Since the impact of such advertisements can be trivially predicted, we don’t study them here. Hence, our estimates for
the fraction of traffic that can be hijacked and the fraction
that can be intercepted are restricted to hijacking based on
advertisement of the same prefix as the one being advertised
by the owner.
The discussion in the rest of this section focusses on an
AS X trying to hijack (and intercept) the traffic for target
prefix p. In the first part of the section we analyze X’s ability
to hijack p’s traffic using an advertisement with an invalid
origin (though the arguments can trivially be extended to
advertisements with an invalid next hop), while in the second
part we study how X ensures that it can forward the hijacked
traffic back to p’s owner.

2.1 Hijacking Analysis
AS X advertises an invalid route for prefix p with ASPATH=[X]. We want to evaluate the impact of this advertisement on AS Y that is (n-1) AS hops away from X and
thus, receives a route of AS-PATH length n.1 Specifically, we
would like to determine if Y chooses this invalid route over
its existing route to p, thus allowing AS X to hijack p’s traffic
sourced from it. Here, “traffic sourced from AS Y” refers to
1
Y may be topologically closer to X than (n-1) hops but the
shortest path that the invalid advertisement needs to propagate to reach Y comprises of (n-1) ASes.

traffic originating at Y plus “traffic sourced from any of Y’s
neighbors” that is routed through Y.
Obviously, AS Y’s choice depends on both its existing route
and the newly-received invalid route to p. We term a route to
be a “customer-route” or a “peer-route” or a “provider-route”
depending on whether the next-hop AS in the AS-PATH is a
customer, a peer or a provider respectively. Since both the
existing route and the invalid route could be any of these,
there are nine cases to consider. Below we try to answer the
aforementioned question for each of these cases, given two
assumptions:
(a). The invalid route advertised by AS X reaches AS Y.
ISPs are known to install route filters so as to accept advertisements only for specific prefixes from their neighbors,
especially if the neighbor is a stub AS [27]. Thus, route filters employed by any AS along the path from X to Y would
falsify this assumption. Further, for the invalid advertisement
to actually reach Y, it must be accepted and propagated by
all ASes along the path. Thus, an implicit assumption here
is that X is able to hijack traffic from all ASes along the path
from X to Y (in practice, one could verify this assumption by
applying the analysis presented below to each AS along the
path).
(b). AS Y’s choice also depends on its routing policies. Measurement studies in the past have shown that a large majority of ASes on the Internet tend to assign higher localpreference values to customer-routes than to peer-routes than
to provider-routes [28]. Since local-preference values are the
first step of the BGP decision process [29], ASes prefer customer routes to peer routes to provider routes. We assume
that this holds for Y as this lets us analyze the possibility of
Y’s traffic being hijacked. Further, a part of the analysis also
assumes that AS Y assigns the same local-preference value to
all its customers, the same value to its peers and the same
value to its providers; however, most of the arguments below
apply even if this last assumption does not hold. As detailed
in section 3.1, we verified these assumptions for tier-1 ASes.
Cases 1-3. Existing route is customer-route, invalid route
is a customer/peer/provider route. If the invalid route that
AS Y receives is a peer or a provider route, irrespective of the
attributes (for example, the AS-PATH length) of this route, Y
prefers the existing customer-route (assumption (b)). Thus,
Y’s traffic is not hijacked. Figure 1 shows this scenario.
On the other hand, if the invalid route is a customer-route,
AS Y’s policy would give equal preference to both routes and
hence, the decision is based on the length of the route [29].
If the AS-PATH length of the existing route is less than n,
it is preferred. If the AS-PATH length of the existing route
is more than n, the invalid route is preferred. Finally, if Y’s
existing route is n AS-hops long, it must choose between two
routes with the same local preference and the same length.
This choice is based on other factors such as the IGP metric
of the routes [29]. Consequently, some routers belonging to Y
may choose to stick with the existing route while others may
choose to use the invalid route. Hence, in this case, some
fraction of Y’s traffic for p may be hijacked. Figure 2 shows
this scenario.
Case 4-6. Existing route is a peer route, invalid route is
a customer/peer/provider route. If the invalid route that AS
Y receives is a provider route, it prefers the existing peerroute. Thus, Y’s traffic is not hijacked. As a contrast, if the
invalid route is a customer-route, Y prefers it and Y’s traffic
is hijacked.
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✗
–
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✗
✗
✗
✗
–
✓
✓
✓
✓

✗
✗
✗
✗
✗
✗
✗
–
✓

Table 1: AS Y’s traffic to prefix p can (✓), cannot
(✗) or can partly (–) be hijacked depending on its
existing route and the invalid route.
Finally, if the invalid route is a peer-route, AS Y’s policy
would give equal preference to both routes and hence, the
decision is based on the AS-PATH length of the route [29].
If the length of the existing route is less than n, traffic is not
hijacked; if the length is more than n, traffic is hijacked; if
the length is n AS hops, some fraction of the traffic may be
hijacked.
Case 7-9. Existing route is a provider route, invalid route
is a customer/peer/provider route. The possibility of hijacking AS Y’s traffic in these cases follows from the arguments
presented above. Table 1 summarizes the hijacking possibility
for all nine cases.

2.2 Interception Analysis
In order to be able to intercept traffic to the prefix p, the
hijacking AS needs to forward the hijacked traffic on to p’s
owner. It can do so by forwarding the hijacked traffic along its
existing valid route to p. Figure 3 shows the process by which
hijacking AS X hijacks prefix p’s traffic from Y (originating
at Y’s customer C2) and then forwards it on to p’s owner
through its peer W. However, for this to work, X’s existing
route to p should not be impacted by the invalid route that
it advertises. Hence, the hijacking AS X would like to ensure
the following safety2 condition:
None of the ASes along the route to prefix p used by the
hijacking AS should choose the invalid route advertised
by it (if they do receive the invalid route) over their
existing route to p.
Note that the obvious way for AS X to satisfy the above
2

Here, safety refers to the fact that X does not introduce
routing instability and is able to route the hijacked traffic to
its owner.
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condition would be to advertise the invalid route such that
the traffic from the ASes along its existing route to p is not
hijacked. In theory, the discussion from the previous section
applies to the possibility of hijacking from these ASes. However, this observation doesn’t have much practical value since
X wouldn’t know how an invalid route advertised to any of
its neighbors would be propagated to these ASes and hence,
would not be able to determine if an invalid advertisement
can indeed hijack the traffic from a given AS along the path.
Instead, we would like to analyze if a hijacking AS can
ensure the safety condition based on local information alone.
Specifically, AS X would like to determine if advertising an
invalid route for p to a neighboring AS, say Z, can impact
its existing route for p. X’s existing route to p can be a
customer, peer or provider route and Z can be X’s customer,
peer or provider and hence, there are nine cases to consider.
Below we try to answer the aforementioned question, given
two assumptions:
(a). As with the hijacking analysis, we assume that ASes
prefer customer routes to peer routes to provider routes.
(b). We assume that Internet paths follow the “Valley-free”
property [30], i.e. after traversing a provider-to-customer
edge or a peer edge, the path cannot traverse another customerto-provider or peer edge. Analogously, once a routing advertisement traverses a provider-to-customer edge or a peer
edge, the advertisement cannot traverse another customer-toprovider or peer edge.

Figure 5: AS X’s existing route for prefix p is through
a (a) customer, (b) peer, (c) provider.
Consequently, when X advertises the invalid route to a
customer, the advertisement can only traverse provider-tocustomer edges. Hence, the advertisement is restricted to
ASes below X in the AS hierarchy and represents a provider
route for these ASes. When X advertises the invalid route to
a peer, the advertisement traverses one peer edge followed by
provider-to-customer edges only. Hence, other than the peer
being advertised to, the advertisement is restricted to ASes
below X in the AS hierarchy and represents a provider route
for these ASes. Figure 4(a,b) illustrate these scenarios.
When X advertises the invalid route to a provider, each
control plane path traversed by the advertisement comprises
of one or more customer-to-provider edges followed by zero or
one peer edges and zero or more provider-to-customer edges.
Hence, the advertisement is propagated to all levels of the AS
hierarchy. However, it is important to note that while ASes
that are above X in the AS hierarchy may receive the invalid
advertisement from a customer, peer or provider, ASes at the
same level or below X will always receive the advertisement
from a provider (i.e. a provider route). Figure 4(c) illustrates
this scenario.
Case 1-3. X’s existing route is a customer route, X advertises the invalid route to a customer/peer/provider. The
fact that X’s existing path to p is a customer-route implies
that the first edge along this path is a provider-to-customer
edge. Further, the valley-free property of Internet paths implies that this is a “downhill path” (as defined by [30]) comprising of a sequence of provider-to-customer edges. Thus, all
ASes along the path are below X in the AS hierarchy and use
a customer route to p. Figure 5(a) illustrates this scenario.
As discussed in assumption (b), irrespective of whether X
advertises the invalid route to a customer/peer/provider, the
invalid route would appear as a provider route to ASes below
X and hence, will not be chosen by them over their existing
customer route. Thus, X can advertise the invalid route to
all its neighbors.
Case 4-6. X’s existing route is a peer route, X advertises
the invalid route to a customer/peer/provider. The valleyfree property implies that X’s existing path to p comprises of
one peer edge followed by a sequence of provider-to-customer
edges. Thus, all ASes along the path use a customer route to
p. Figure 5(b) illustrates this scenario. Also, as before, even
if the invalid route advertised by X propagates to any of the
ASes along the path, it will be a provider or a peer route and
hence, will not be chosen over the existing customer route.
Thus, X can advertise the invalid route to all its neighbors.
Case 7-9. X’s existing route is a provider route, X advertises the invalid route to a customer/peer/provider. The
valley-free property implies that X’s existing path to p comprises of one or more customer-to-provider edges followed by
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zero or one peer edge followed by zero or more provider-tocustomer edges. Hence, ASes along the path may be using a
customer or peer or provider route to p. However, any ASes
along the path that are at the same level or below X in the AS
hierarchy would be using a customer route to p. Figure 5(c)
illustrates this scenario.
As discussed in assumption (b), when X advertises the invalid route to a customer or a peer, the advertisement is restricted to ASes at the same level or below X in the AS hierarchy and represents a provider or peer route for them. This
implies that the invalid route will not be chosen by these
ASes. Hence, X can advertise the invalid route to its customers and peers.
However, when X advertises the invalid route to a provider,
the route may be received by ASes above X in the AS hierarchy. For these ASes, both the invalid route and the existing
route can be a customer, peer or provider route implying
that it is possible they prefer the invalid route. This violates
the safety condition and hence, X cannot advertise the invalid route to its providers. Figure 6 shows such a scenario
wherein the invalid route advertised by AS X to its provider
AS Z impacts its existing route for prefix p.
The analysis presented above implies that an AS trying
to intercept traffic for target prefix p can advertise the invalid route to all its neighbors unless its existing route for p
is through a provider, in which case the invalid route should
not be advertised to other providers of the AS. However, there
are a couple of other things to note: First, while our assumptions regarding AS policies and valley-free paths hold for a
majority of ASes on the Internet, exceptions certainly do exist. Hence, the aforementioned policy for advertising invalid
routes ensures safety with a high probability; an AS advertising invalid routes may still cause routing instability and
needs to account for it. It can do so by observing if its existing route for p changes as a result of advertising the invalid
route. If such a change occurs, the hijacking AS can pin point
the anomaly-causing neighbor based on the recently received
advertisements for p and hence, stop advertising the invalid
route to this neighbor.
Second, even when the hijacking AS’s existing route for p is
through a provider, advertising the invalid route to another
provider may not necessarily impact the AS’s route for p.
Hence, it is possible to imagine the hijacking AS using an
aggressive approach by advertising the invalid route to all
neighbors and then stopping the advertisement to specific
neighbors if route instability arises.
Based on the description above, the following pseudo-code
represents the conceptual process by which hijacking AS X
can intercept traffic to target prefix p from its neighbors:

If (existing route to p is through a provider)
then
Advertise to all peers and customers a route
for prefix p with AS-PATH [X];
else
Advertise to all neighbors a route for prefix
p with AS-PATH [X];
endif
If (the invalid advertisement causes the
existing route for p to change)
then
Stop the advertisement to the
anomaly-causing neighbor;
endif

3. HIJACKING AND INTERCEPTION ESTIMATES
Given the methodology described in the previous section,
we can estimate the fraction of ASes in the Internet whose
traffic to a target prefix that can be hijacked and intercepted
by any given AS.

3.1 Hijacking by tier-1 ASes
Here we focus on hijacking by tier-1 ASes and determine
the fraction of other tier-1 ASes whose traffic to a prefix can
be hijacked and intercepted by a tier-1 AS in the Internet
today. A tier-1 AS is an AS with no providers and a peering
with all other tier-1 ASes [31]. Hence, tier-1 ASes are at the
top of the routing hierarchy. We used CAIDA’s AS ranking
tool [31] and commercial reports on AS ranking [32] to come
up with a list of 15 highly ranked ASes that are considered
as tier-1 ASes in this paper. Note that we treat hijacking
by tier-1 ASes as a special case since we can verify the two
assumptions made by the analysis presented in section 2.1:
Assumption (a). An invalid route advertised by the hijacking AS reaches the AS whose traffic ought to be intercepted.
The fact that all tier-1 ASes peer with each other makes this
trivially true. Further, it is unlikely that the invalid route
advertised by a hijacking tier-1 AS would be filtered out by
any of the other tier-1 ASes [27].
Assumption (b). Tier-1 ASes prefer customer-routes over
peer-routes and give the same preference to routes from different peers.3 A lot of tier-1 ASes offer publicly-accessible
route-servers and policy guides which let us determine their
import policies expressed in the form of local-preference values. We were able to do this for nine of the fifteen tier-1
ASes. While we don’t show the actual local-preference values
in the interest of brevity, we found that this assumption was
satisfied for all the nine ASes.
This validation of the assumptions improves our confidence
in the accuracy of the estimates presented here. The actual
estimates were guided by two observations. First, the fact
that tier-1 ASes don’t have any provider routes implies that
they can safely advertise the invalid route to all neighbors.
Consequently, (almost) all traffic that can be hijacked by a
tier-1 AS can also be routed back to its owner.
Second, from the point of view of other tier-1 ASes, the
invalid route advertised by hijacking AS X is a peer route
one AS-hop long. This, combined with table 1, implies that
X can hijack all traffic for prefix p from a peer AS if the
3
Tier-1 ASes don’t have provider routes. Also, we focus on hijacking from other tier-1 ASes that are peers of the hijacking
AS and hence, their preference amongst routes from different
customers is not relevant.
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Figure 7: Probability of prefix hijacking on average
and for each of the tier-1 ASes that serve as hijacking
ASes in our estimation.
peer’s existing route for p is a provider route or a peer route
of length more than one AS hop. AS X can intercept some
fraction of the traffic if the peer’s existing route for p is a peer
route of length one. However, this fraction depends on both
the intra-domain metrics of the peer AS and the locations at
which X peers with it. Given that we lack this information,
we define the upper and the lower bounds of hijacking; the
lower bound assumes that none of p’s traffic from such peers is
hijacked while the upper bound assumes that all of p’s traffic
from such peers is hijacked.
Overall, we can determine if X can hijack traffic for prefix p
from a peer tier-1 AS based on the peer’s existing route for p.
Since the Route-Views repository collects routes from 7 of the
15 tier-1 ASes (AOL, ATT, Global Crossing, Level3, Sprint,
Tiscali and NTT), we focussed on these seven ASes and for
each of them, determined the prefixes in the Internet routing
table whose traffic from the other six tier-1 ASes (and their
customers) can be hijacked. For ease of exposition, we hereon
refer to the fraction of other ASes whose traffic is hijacked by
the hijacking AS (averaged across all prefixes) as the probability of hijacking. The probability of interception is defined
analogously. Thus, we were able to determine the probability of hijacking for each of the seven ASes. The fact that
the hijacking AS is a tier-1 AS implies that the interception
probability is the same.
Figure 7 shows the lower and the upper bound for probability of prefix hijacking on average and for individual ASes.
The figure shows that a tier-1 AS can, on average, hijack
the traffic for a prefix from another tier-1 AS with ≈70-75%
probability. The fact that the ability to hijack a prefix’s traffic from a peer depends only on the peer’s existing route for
the prefix shows up in that the hijacking probability does not
vary much across tier-1 ASes. Further, this implies that the
estimate also applies to hijacking of tier-1 traffic by multiple
colluding tier-1 ASes.
While we have focussed on the probability of prefix hijacking, another important question is the amount of traffic that
can be hijacked. Note that the fact that a small number of
prefixes carry a majority of the Internet’s traffic [33] implies
that the probability estimates can be misleading. To address
this, we focussed on the top 100 web-sites in terms of the
traffic carried according to the Alexa’s web-site rankings [34].
We mapped these sites to the corresponding prefixes and determined if a tier-1 AS can hijack traffic for these popular
prefixes from its peers. Figure 8 plots the hijacking probability for the popular prefixes. As can be seen, a tier-1 AS
can hijack traffic for these prefixes with a probability of ≈6070%, which is close to the overall estimate.4 This suggests
4
In practice, their popularity suggests that these prefixes are
well engineered and monitored and hence, we believe that it
is unlikely that an AS will attempt to hijack or intercept their
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Figure 8: Probability of prefix hijacking for prefixes
corresponding to top-100 sites.
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Figure 9: Probability of prefix hijacking and prefix
interception for ASes in the RV-set.
that our estimates should closely approximate the fraction of
traffic that a tier-1 AS can intercept from its peers.

3.2 Hijacking by any AS
We now try to estimate the probability of prefix hijacking
and the probability of prefix interception for ASes in general,
not just tier-1 ASes. To this effect we focus on all the 34 ASes
that contribute to the Route-Views repository – these ASes
are hereon referred to as the RV-set. This includes 7 tier-1
ASes, 19 tier-2 ASes and 8 other ASes (tier≥3). For each
AS in the RV-set, we determined the prefixes in the Internet
routing table whose traffic from the other ASes in the set can
be hijacked and routed back to the prefix owner. Specifically,
the estimation procedure required us to answer the following
questions: Can an AS in the RV-set, say X, hijack traffic for
target prefix p from another AS, say Y, in the RV-set? If yes,
can it route this hijacked traffic on to p’s owner?
As described in section 2.1, AS X’s ability to hijack p’s
traffic from AS Y depends on both Y’s existing route for p
and the invalid route received by Y. The Route-Views data
provides Y’s existing route for each prefix p. As far as the
propagation of the invalid route advertised by X is concerned,
we determined a prefix owned by X (i.e. the origin AS in the
AS-PATH for the prefix is X) and used Y’s route to this prefix
as an approximation of the invalid route that Y would receive.
Lets assume that the AS next to the origin AS in the ASPATH for this route is Z. Hence, AS X advertises the invalid
route to its neighbor Z and this propagates onto AS Y. Section 2.2 detailed that the safety of X advertising the invalid
route to its neighbor Z depends on both X’s existing route for
p and X’s relation with Z. As before, the Route-Views data
provides X’s existing route for each prefix p. Finally, we used
CAIDA’s AS relationship data [35] to determine X’s relation
with Z.
Using this basic methodology, we estimated the upper (UB)
and lower bound (LB) for the probability of hijacking and the
probability of interception for the ASes in the RV-set. These
traffic.
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Figure 10: Probability of prefix hijacking and prefix
interception for popular prefixes.
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Table 2: Comparing our estimates for known prefix
hijacking events with the actual hijack probability.
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Figure 11: Probability of prefix hijacking and prefix
interception with routes that have an invalid nexthop.
are plotted in figure 9 – the error bars in the figure represent
the 95% confidence interval for the corresponding bound. The
graph shows that the overall probability of hijacking a prefix
varies between 38% and 63% while the probability of intercepting a prefix varies between 29% and 48%. Also plotted
are the probabilities for ASes of different kinds. As mentioned
earlier, for tier-1 ASes, the hijacking and interception probabilities are the same and these vary between 52% and 79%.
Note that this encompasses the range in the previous section.
However, as one would expect, both the hijacking and the interception probabilities drop off for tier-2 ASes and onwards.
Also, such ASes have a higher variance and hence, a larger
confidence interval for the various bounds.
As before, we also determined these probabilities for popular prefixes corresponding to the top-100 sites. These are
plotted in figure 10. The figure shows that both the hijacking
and interception probabilities for the popular prefixes are only
slightly lower (≈5-10%) than for all prefixes. Overall, our results show that ASes higher up in the AS hierarchy (tier-1
and some tier-2 ASes) can both hijack and intercept any prefix with a high probability (>50%). However, invalid routes
advertised by ASes lower down in the hierarchy wouldn’t have
as significant an impact.
Note that the estimates in this and the previous section
have assumed that the hijacking AS advertises routes with an
invalid origin. As mentioned earlier, this can lead to a MOAS
anomaly and the hijacking AS can avoid this by advertising
routes with an invalid next hop. This would increase the
length of the invalid route and hence, reduce the amount of
traffic that can be hijacked (and intercepted) but would make
detection harder. We measured the hijacking and interception probabilities for ASes in the RV-set with such advertisements. These are plotted in figure 11. The figure shows that
using advertisements with an invalid next-hop reduces the hijacking and interception probabilities by ≈10-20% with the
probabilities for tier-1 ASes ranging between 30% to 70%.

We now verify our estimates against known prefix hijack
events. For instance, Cogent (AS 174) hijacked a prefix
(64.233.161.0/24) belonging to Google (AS 15169) on May 07,
2005 through an advertisement with an invalid origin [5]. According to BGP updates collected at the Route-Views repository, Cogent started advertising the prefix on May 07, 2005
14:37:56 and this caused 14 of the 31 (45.2%) distinct ASes
part of the RV-set at that time to choose the invalid route.
It is not known if the hijacked traffic was blackholed or actually routed back to Google. We ran our analysis on a routing
table collected earlier that day (before the hijack) and estimated that the probability that an invalid route for the prefix
advertised by Cogent would hijack traffic from ASes in the
RV-set ranges between 35.5% and 64.5%. Further, the fact
that Cogent is a tier-1 AS implies that the same applies to
the probability of interception. As can be seen, our estimate
encompasses the fraction of ASes from which traffic was actually hijacked. Further, amongst the 11 ASes whose traffic
our analysis predicted would be surely be hijacked (i.e. they
were included in the lower bound), only one was not hijacked
in reality.
We performed the same exercise for other known hijack
events. Since we did not have BGP routing tables from the
hijacking AS in these cases, we were only able to predict
the probability of hijacking. Table 2 shows the results. As
can be seen, our estimate encompasses the actual hijacking
probability for 11 of the 16 prefixes analyzed, in 3 cases we
over-estimate, in 1 case we under-estimate while in 1 case
our estimate provides no information. Note that the assumption that the invalid route actually reaches the ASes in the
RV-set cannot be verified and this is a frequent cause for overestimation. More importantly, the outliers show that Internet
routing is certainly more complex than the simplified model
used for our analysis. However, the proportion of cases where
our estimates were accurate and the exercise in the next section fortify our confidence in the results presented.

4. INTERNET TRAFFIC INTERCEPTION
There have been instances of prefix hijacking in the Internet. However, we are not aware of incidents where the
hijacked traffic was still being routed to the owner. While
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Figure 12: Intercepting traffic from the prefix owner
at the Berkeley site. The four other sites emulate an
ISP, use invalid routes to hijack traffic and route it
back to the owner.
the fact that ISPs can use invalid routing advertisements to
intercept traffic is pretty obvious, we still wanted to attempt
interception in practice. Apart from serving as a proof of
concept, our hope was to derive insights from this exercise
into the practicality of intercepting traffic within the existing
routing framework. In this section, we detail our deployment
and implementation efforts for intercepting traffic in the Internet. We used this to actually intercept a prefix’s traffic (of
course, the prefix belonged to us).
For these experiments, we deployed hosts at five different
sites and used the Quagga software router [36] on these hosts
to establish EBGP peerings with different ISPs. Effectively,
this allowed us to advertise our prefix (204.9.168.0/22) into
the Internet through the peerings. These sites and the upstream ISP at each site are shown in figure 12. The idea behind the experiments was to use our prefix as the target prefix
with one of the sites serving as the owner of the prefix and
the four other sites serving as the geographically distributed
POPs of an ISP trying to intercept the prefix. We used IP-IP
tunnels between these sites for any intra-domain communication between the POPs of our emulated ISP. Figure 12 shows
one such set-up with the site in Berkeley acting as the prefix
owner. Invalid routes for the prefix are advertised through
the sites at Ithaca and Otemachi. These invalid advertisements hijack traffic for the target prefix which is tunneled to
the other two sites and is then routed to its owner.
For hijacking the target prefix’s traffic from a given site,
we simply advertised the prefix through all the four other
sites. However, for interception, the traffic ought to be routed
back to the owner. This is tricky since all our sites are effectively stub sites peering with providers and hence, all outgoing edges for the ISP emulated by our sites are customer-toprovider edges. Consequently, the existing route used by the
ISP for the target prefix is bound to be a provider route. Also,
the invalid route can only be advertised through a provider.
As we detailed in section 2.2, this can lead to a routing instability impacting the ISP’s existing route for the target prefix.
Hence, we manually determined the optimal way of advertising the invalid route so that the ISP is still able to route the
hijacked traffic to the designated owner.
We used recursive DNS nameservers across the Internet
to generate actual traffic destined to the prefix. To this effect, we collected a list 23,858 of recursive nameservers belonging to 7,566 of the 18,391 routable ASes on the Internet
(based on a BGP routing table obtained from the RouteViews repository). We also pointed the NS record for a domain name under our control (prefix.anycast.guha.cc) to
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Table 3: Percentage of Traffic Hijacked and Intercepted.
Each row corresponds to a scenario with one site acting
as the prefix owner (O) and the four other sites emulating
the Intercepting ISP – some of these sites advertise the
invalid route (✓) while others don’t (✗).
point to an address in the prefix. Thus, a query for a name
such as query.prefix.anycast.guha.cc to a nameserver in
the aforementioned list causes it to send a DNS packet to
our prefix and thus, allows us to probe our prefix from the
nameserver. We loosely term the fraction of probes received
at a given site as the “fraction of traffic” received at the site.
The probing methodology described above was used to
measure the fraction of traffic that can be hijacked and intercepted from individual sites in our deployment. Table 3
shows these results. For our deployment, the fraction of traffic hijacked varies between 66% and 97.4% while the fraction
of traffic intercepted varies between 23.4% and 78.8%. This,
at the very least, provides anecdotal evidence that a significant fraction of traffic to prefixes on the Internet can be
intercepted.
More importantly, our proof-of-concept implementation, as
described below, represents one approach that ISPs might use
to intercept traffic to a prefix with existing routers and routing framework. Given a target prefix, the hijacking AS can
determine the next hop AS for its existing valid route to the
target prefix - let this be the preferred AS. The routers of the
hijacking AS that peer directly with the preferred AS and
thus, receive valid BGP advertisements for the target prefix are left with unmodified configurations. All other routers
are configured with static routes to send traffic destined to
the target prefix to one of the unmodified routers. Also,
these routers are configured to advertise this internal static
route through BGP to the external routers they peer with
(while satisfying the advertisement constraints discussed in
section 2.2). This ensures that all neighbors of the hijacking
AS receive a one AS-hop route to the target prefix while the
hijacking AS can forward the hijacked traffic to the destination. All this can be achieved with standard management
interfaces and tools used by ISPs today. Thus, intercepting
traffic to a prefix in the Internet is almost as simple as hijacking it.

5. INTERCEPTION DETECTION
We wanted to determine if traffic to any prefix is being
intercepted in the Internet today. Note that there has been
work towards detecting prefix hijacks [3,15,18–21] and since
the interception of a prefix necessarily involves hijacking it,
these would seem to apply. However, they either look for
anomalies in routing advertisements [15,18] and hop count
changes [21] which are not effective for detecting ongoing interception or use fingerprinting to detect blackholing/redirec-tion of the hijacked traffic [20] and hence, would not work
for prefix interception. Alternatively, MyASN [19] uses BGP
updates collected at route-repositories and information provided by a prefix owner about the origin AS of the prefix to
alert the owner of any attempts to hijack their prefix through
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Figure 13: Next-hop Anomaly: a signature for Internet interception. Here, AS Nj uses fake advertisements to claim to be a next-hop for origin AS O and
routes intercepted traffic for prefix p through AS Ni .
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advertisements with an invalid origin. PHAS [3] is a similar service. These services are guided by the observation
that it is the prefix owner that can authoritatively distinguish valid prefix advertisements from invalid ones [37] and
hence, require proactive participation of prefix owners. Here
we explore the possibility of detecting ongoing prefix interception in the Internet without pro-active participation by
prefix owners.
Note that detecting interception (and hijacking) based solely
on control plane information is not possible. For instance, a
change in the origin AS for a prefix is a frequent occurrence
in the Internet [3] and hence, a MOAS conflict cannot be
used as an indicator of hijacking based on routes with an invalid origin. Guided by this observation, we attempted to
use a combination of control-plane and data-plane information from a number of vantage points to detect interception
scenarios in the Internet.

Table 4: Number of next-hop anomalies at various stages
of our analysis.

5.1 A Signature for Internet Interception

We used the AS-level traceroutes and the next-hop information extracted from the routing tables to determine
instances of next-hop anomalies on four days in Oct-Dec,
2006. The number of prefixes for which we detected nexthop anomalies on each of these days are shown in the first
row of table 4. To make the analysis of these anomalies more
manageable, we clustered them using triples of the form {Nj ,
Ni , O}. Thus, anomalies involving the same next-hop ASes
(Nj and Ni ) and the same origin AS (0) were clustered as
one. It is reasonable to assume that anomalies that are clustered together occur due to the same root-cause. The second
row of table 4 displays the number of anomalous clusters on
each day.
However, a majority of these anomalies are due to errors in
IP-to-AS mappings based on BGP routing tables. These are
similar to the errors that Mao et. al. [41] had to account for
as part of their AS-level traceroute tool. A brief explanation
of these error possibilities and how we accounted for them is
given below:
(a). Internet Exchange Points (IXPs) refer to locations that
host a number of ISPs who can, in turn, peer with each other
on top of the IXP infrastructure. Since IXP-hosted machines
are typically assigned addresses from address space of the IXP
or one of the participating ISPs, this can lead to an additional
AS along the data-plane AS-level path. If this additional AS
happens to be a next-hop of the prefix being traced, the trace
would be falsely flagged as being anomalous. Figure 14 illustrates a scenario at Palo Alto Internet Exchange (PAIX) using
AS 6461’s (Abovenet) address space that causes Abovenet to
be erroneously flagged as an Intercepting ISP.
We detect such errors based on the DNS names of the IXP
machines. In figure 14, the DNS name for the IXP machine
suggests that it belongs to a participant ISP, AS 174 (Cogent). Consequently, the rectified data-plane AS-level path
does not include AS 6461 and hence, is not anomalous.
(b). Sibling ASes: ASes from sibling organizations may share
their address space and may also have cooperative routing
arrangements. Thus, next-hop anomalies wherein the two

The key insight guiding our approach for interception detection is that the intercepting ISP relies on its existing route
for the target prefix to send the prefix’s traffic to its owner.
Consider a prefix p with origin AS O and with next-hop ASes
N1 , . . ., Nn . Here, next-hop AS refers to an AS that appears
next to O in the control-plane AS-level paths to p. Given
this, in all likelihood, a packet destined to p that reaches AS
Nj should be routed directly to the origin AS O. Thus, a
data-plane trace wherein packets to p traverse AS Ni after
traversing AS Nj (j6=i) would suggest that AS Nj is not a
next-hop AS for prefix p and is advertising a route with an
invalid next-hop to intercept the prefix’s traffic. Figure 13
illustrates this scenario – we refer to such an occurrence as a
next-hop anomaly and use it as a signature for interception
on the Internet. The following sections detail our study of
such anomalies in the Internet.

5.2 Data Sources
For control-plane information, we used the BGP routing
tables collected at the Route-Views repository. This provides
us with a view of the Internet’s routing state from a total
of 43 vantage points belonging to 34 distinct ASes. For the
analysis on any given day, we used a routing table collected
on that day to determine the set of next-hop ASes for each
routable prefix.
For data-plane information, we use the traceroutes collected as part of the IPlane project [38]. This includes daily
traceroutes to ≈100,000 routable prefixes from ≈200 PlanetLab nodes [39].5 Thus, our data-set for each day of analysis
comprised of ≈20 million IP-level traceroutes. We processed
these traces to map the IP-level traceroutes to the corresponding AS-level traceroutes by mapping IP addresses to
their origin ASes based on BGP routing tables.
5
Instead of traceroutes to all routable prefixes, the data set
contains traceroutes only to one prefix in each BGP atom [40].
However, this suffices for the detection exercise.
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address and DNS name "paix.cogentco.com"

Figure 14: Erroneous AS-level paths due to presence
of IXP machines. Here, Next-Hop ASes for O =
{6461, 4637}, Original AS-level Path = { .., 174,
6461, 4637, O} and Rectified AS-level Path = { ..,
174, 4637, O}
.

5.3 Detecting Next-hop Anomalies
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Figure 15: AS O uses part of its provider N2 ’s address
space and this leads to erroneous AS-level paths.
Here, Original AS-level Path = {S, N1 , N2 , O} and
Rectified AS-level Path = {S, N1 , O}
.
next-hop ASes are sibling ASes should not be flagged as such.
We achieve this by utilizing the similarity in the DNS names
for IP hops in the two ASes, though in some cases we had to
directly feed the sibling relationships to the analysis.
(c). Using Provider Address space: In many scenarios, an
ISP will provide its customer with a small part of its address
space that the customer ends up using for its peerings with
others ISPs too. For instance, in figure 15, AS N2 assigns its
customer O with a part of the address space announced by it
and is used by O for its peerings with N1 and N3 too. In this
scenario, the AS-level path of packets routed to O from N1
will include N2 and will be erroneously flagged as a next-hop
anomaly.
As before, we detect such errors based on the DNS names
of the IP hops involved - the IP hops attributed to N2 would
have the same DNS name suffix as the IP hops belonging to
O. In cases where the reverse name lookup for the IP hops in
O failed, we looked for similarity between the DNS names of
the IP hops attributed to N2 and the AS name for O.
Thus, by utilizing ownership information encoded in DNS
names and AS names we were able to account for almost all
the IP-to-AS mapping errors in an automated fashion. The
number of anomalous clusters after this step of the analysis
are shown in the third row of table 4.

by the ISP [42]. For instance, AS O may advertise prefix p
to AS Nj and direct Nj to propagate this advertisement only
to specific peers. As before, such inbound traffic control can
result in different parts of Nj using different routes to p.
To account for traffic-engineering induced anomalies and
any remaining mapping errors, we use the following tests to
verify if AS Nj has direct data-path connectivity to origin AS
O:
(a). We utilize the fact that our data-plane information for a
given prefix includes probes from a large number of vantage
points. If the trace from any of our vantage points indicates
that AS Nj can indeed route packets for p directly to AS O,
we have conclusive evidence that Nj is a next-hop AS for O
and we assume that Nj cannot be an intercepting ISP for p.
The fourth row of table 4 shows the number of anomalous
clusters after validation of the anomalies based on data-plane
information.
(b). Some ASes publish information about their peers and
their route import/export policies as part of the whois registries. As before, a whois entry for AS O indicating that it
peers with Nj would imply that Nj cannot be an intercepting ISP for p. The fifth row of table 4 shows the number of
anomalous clusters after accounting for such whois information.
Thus, we were able to attribute a majority of the observed
anomalies to traffic engineering by the origin. More importantly, the fact that the interception signature used here can
also result from valid scenarios in the Internet implies that we
have to rely on the prefix owners for conclusive evidence of
interception. Consequently, for the remaining anomalies, we
conducted an e-mail survey asking the prefix owner if they
had a peering relation with the next-hop AS suspected of
interception. We received only three responses; in all three
cases the prefix owner was indeed peering with the next-hop
AS in question.

5.4 Anomalies due to Traffic Engineering

5.5 Unexplained Anomalies

Apart from active interception by an ISP, a next-hop anom-aly may also result due to traffic engineering by the ASes
involved. For instance, the data-path shown in figure 13 may
arise if O is a stub-AS multihomed to two providers and is
using one as its primary provider (AS Ni ) while the other as a
backup (AS Nj ). As described below, such a primary-backup
arrangement can be achieved using a number a techniques
and some of these can result in next-hop anomalies.
First, the origin AS O may advertise the prefix p to provider
Ni while advertising a less specific prefix that covers p to
provider Nj . The more specific advertisement to Ni ensures
its primary status. However, when determining the nexthop ASes for the destination being traced, we use only the
routing table entries for the longest prefix that matches the
destination address. Thus, with such specific advertisements,
our analysis would consider only AS Ni as AS O’s next-hop
for prefix p and so the data-path shown in figure 13 would
not be flagged as a next-hop anomaly.
Second, the origin AS O may use AS-Path prepending to
advertise a longer path for prefix p to Nj than to Ni . This
can lead to scenarios where a part of Nj chooses to route
packets destined to p directly to O (and hence, it emanates
a routing advertisement claiming to be a next-hop for O)
while the rest of Nj routes the packets through Ni . Finally,
a number of ISPs offer customers community-attribute based
control over how their prefix advertisements are propagated

The analysis above yielded a total of thirteen distinct nexthop anomalies that were not explained by any of the heuristics
described above. Interestingly, the whois entries for the origin
ASes in five of the anomalies included information about the
ASes they peer with and this did not include the next-hop
AS suspected of interception. However, this could just be a
result of the whois information being outdated.
Further, we manually inspected these anomalous traces and
while they look like interception scenarios, we can just as well
imagine them resulting from traffic engineering arrangements.
These could also result from routing events that impact the
link connecting the suspected next-hop AS and the origin AS.
Since our control-plane information consists of a routing table
snapshot on the same day as the trace, such a routing event
is not captured in our next-hop calculations.
Overall, we are unable to conclusively classify any of the
unexplained anomalies as actual prefix interception. Fundamentally, this is because other than observing the links traversed by the probes from our vantage points, there is no
way for us to verify the data-plane adjacency of two ASes as
claimed by the corresponding control-plane advertisements.
However, this surely does not rule out ongoing prefix interception. For instance, our study focussed only on interception
through advertisement of a route with an invalid next-hop.
It is also possible for the intercepting ISP to pose as the origin AS or as an AS that is two or more hops away from the

origin. Further, our study also makes a number of rather
simplistic assumptions about the behavior of the intercepting ISP and hence, could have missed interception scenarios.
For instance, we assume that the intercepting ISP does not
manipulate the responses to traceroute-based probes to evade
detection – something as a simple as the intercepting ISP configuring its routers to stop generating ICMP responses would
defeat our detection. In spite of these limitations, we think
that this simple attempt at detection highlights some of the
challenges posed by the interception detection problem.

6.

RELATED WORK

A lot of recent work has focussed on BGP security with
particular emphasis on preventing the hijacking of prefixes.
Some of these efforts use cryptography to secure BGP [7–13],
while others propose new protocols [14], non-cryptographic
additions to BGP [17] or rely on route characteristics [4,16]
such as the stability of routes [4]. Wendlandt et. al. [43]
argued that securing data delivery is more important than
securing routing for secure communication. Our interception estimates show that communication confidentiality can
be breached even when data delivery is secured. As discussed
in section 5, there have also been efforts towards detecting
prefix hijacks in the Internet [3,15,18–21].
The possibility of traffic interception by using invalid advertisements has been discussed by [22,24]. In recent work,
Lad et. al. [44] estimate the impact of prefix hijacks through
simulations across the Internet’s AS-level topology. Such an
approach allows them to evaluate the impact of hijacks by a
much larger set of ASes than considered in this paper. On
the other hand, by restricting ourselves to the ASes that contribute to the Route-Views repository, we observe each AS’s
actual route for any given prefix and don’t need to simulate route propagation. As a matter of fact, the authors
of [45] argue that it is difficult to accurately predict Internet routes through simulation over topologies where ASes are
represented as nodes.
Apart from specification of attacks on BGP [46], past research has also shown the possibility of invalid advertisements
resulting from misconfigurations [26,47]. Feamster et. al. [48]
studied the presence of advertisements for unallocated prefixes in Internet routing. Ramachandran et. al. [23] analyzed
the use of short-lived invalid routing advertisements by spammers.

7.

DISCUSSION

The estimates in section 3 are based on ASes contributing
to Route-Views. Further, the analysis itself relies on a rather
simplistic model of Internet routing. For instance, the assumptions regarding routing preferences and the valley-free
nature of routes don’t always hold. The analysis does not account for special arrangements between ASes such as sibling
ASes, mutual transit, etc. Also, ASes apply ingress-filters
to restrict the prefixes that their neighbors can advertise to
them. However, such filtering of advertisements varies greatly
with the AS’s size [49], relationship with the neighbor [27]
and even the AS’s location (for example, ASes in Europe are
known to use filters aggressively [47]). Overall, a majority of
the ASes struggle to maintain up-to-date filters or any filters
at all [27,47,49]. More generally, the fact that these assumptions hold in the common case indicates that our estimates
should closely reflect the actual amount of hijacking possible
and this claim is fortified by our verification efforts.

It seems unlikely that an AS would intentionally hijack a
prefix and then blackhole or redirect the hijacked traffic since
this would impact the destination’s connectivity and hence,
would be immediately noticed. Misconfigurations or router
compromises are more likely to lead to such an occurrence;
to the best of our knowledge, this was the case for all prefix
hijacking incidents reported in the past. In this context, it
is important to note that our hijacking estimates implicitly
assume that the hijacking AS advertises an invalid route to
all its neighbors. However, by the very nature of BGP, both
misconfigurations at and compromises of only a few (or even
a single) well-placed routers can cause the ISP to advertise
an invalid route to all of its neighbors and thus, our hijacking
estimates capture an extreme yet realistic scenario.
The more interesting scenario is that of prefix interception
since the hijacked traffic still reaches the destination. Consequently, it is less likely that an unsuspecting prefix owner
would notice the interception which may have been going
on for a long period. On the other hand, the presence of
easily accessible route-repositories and router-servers implies
that an informed prefix-owner can detect most interception
attempts. Still, it wouldn’t be a stretch to imagine ASes
intentionally intercepting the traffic to a not-well-monitored
prefix. For instance, this would (for good or for bad) ease lawful interception [50] since law enforcement agencies wouldn’t
necessarily need to go to different ISPs on a case-by-case basis.
In the past, ARP poisoning, DNS spoofing and other attack
vectors have been proposed for man-in-the-middle (mitm) attacks in the Internet [51–53]. The increasing use of encryption
for Internet communication would seem to alleviate the privacy concerns arising from such attacks. However, the use of
a number of security protocols in the Internet leaves a lot to
be desired and hence, the fact that traffic can be intercepted
in the Internet does magnify the scope of the problem. For
instance, launching a mitm attack on SSL through self-signed
certificates leads to an “invalid certificate” warning on most
browsers but these are often disregarded not just by common
users [52] but by well-informed technical users too [53]. This
and other social issues are compounded by technical problems
such as frequent warnings resulting from multiple trusted authorities and even flaws in browsers that allow certificates to
be forged and hence, allow for attacks where the user is not
even warned [52]. All this suggests that even small ISPs that
can intercept a small fraction of traffic from other ASes can
cause a lot of damage.

8. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a study of Internet prefix hijacking
and interception. We estimate that ASes higher up in the
routing hierarchy can both hijack and intercept traffic to any
prefix from a significant fraction (>50%) of ASes in the Internet. More surprising and perhaps more egregious is that
even small ASes can hijack and intercept traffic from a nonnegligible fraction of ASes. Further, we implemented the proposed interception methodology and used it for actually intercepting traffic to our prefix. Our experience suggests that it
is indeed very simple for ASes to intercept traffic for prefixes
within the existing routing set-up. Finally, we conducted a
simple study to detect ongoing prefix interception. The study
neither detected interception nor did it determine that there
is no interception in the Internet; however, it did shed light
on some of the issues involved in detecting prefix interception.

On a broader note, while our hijacking and interception estimates are (mostly) along expected lines, the notion of being
able to intercept traffic in the Internet has far reaching implications for all aspects of Internet security, both at a technical
level and a social level, and we hope that this paper will force
a rethink on some of these issues.
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